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Abstract

We study the development of conjunctive keyword search-
able scheme which enables one to search encrypted doc-
uments by using more than one keyword. The notion
of conjunctive keyword searching was presented by Golle
et al. in 2004. However, their security model was con-
structed in a symmetric-key setting which is not applica-
ble for the overall applications in the reality. So Park et
al. extended Golle et al.’s security model into a public-
key setting which calls the Public Key Encryption with
Conjunctive Field Keyword Search (PECKS) scheme. In
this paper, we examine six security models by concluding
the secret-key setting and public-key setting, and sum up
six security requirements that must satisfy to construct a
secure conjunctive keyword searchable scheme. Then we
compare and analyze the security and the performance of
the security models. Finally, we list some issues that need
to further discuss in the future.
Keywords: PECKS, conjunctive keyword searchable, off-
line keyword-guessing attack, keyword field.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has become the most popular issue in
recent years. More and more cloud services have bloomed
all around the world such as storage space outsourcing,
computing resource and many kinds of software. Since
variant cloud services have been used, millions of mes-
sages have been transferred in the public network and the
relative security issues have arisen including privacy, secu-
rity, resource abusing, and so on. Therefore, people usu-
ally use an extra safeguard before adopting cloud services.
For example, when users wish to store the documents in
the cloud storage space, they usually encrypt the docu-

ments before uploading them. After encrypting, the doc-
uments have become sequential characters which cannot
be recognized. But how users can search the encrypted
data that they want? In 2000, Song et al. [17] first gave
the concept of searching the encrypted data with certain
words. Although [17] requires very little communication
between the user and the database, their model works in
linear time in its size per query. Later, Boneh et al. [2]
presented a security model searching on encrypted data
by using a keyword in a public key system, which calls
Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS).

Suppose user Bob sends an encrypted emails EApub
(M)

to Alice using Alice’s public key. In [2], Bob sends the
encrypted data in the following form:

EApub
(M), PEKS(Apub, w1), . . . , PEKS(Apub, wm)

where Apub is Alice’s public key, (w1, w2, . . . , wm) de-
notes the keywords that Bob sets. When Alice wishes
to read the emails that contain a specific keyword W, Al-
ice sends a ”trapdoor” to the mail server. The mail server
should identify the corresponding encrypted emails with-
out learning any information and route these emails to
Alice. In a like manner, Alice wants to retrieve the en-
crypted emails which are associated to ”urgent”, ”Mon-
day, and ”Marketing”, the initial security model of PEKS
cannot achieve this work since the user can only use one
keyword to search the encrypted emails. However, search-
ing on a large amount of data with more than one keyword
can shrink the searching scope and improve the querying
performance. Therefore, Golle, Staddon and Waters [8]
(discuss in Section 2.2.1) proposed the notion of secret key
encryption with conjunctive field keyword search scheme
in 2004. They assume that there are n documents and m
keyword fields associated with each document. They also
make two assumptions that we will introduce in Section
2.
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However, Golle et al.’s scheme, which is constructed in
a symmetrical cryptosystem, is not applicable to a public
key system. In the other hand, Boneh et al.’s scheme [2]
is not suitable for the overall application in the reality
neither. Since their schemes assume that there is a se-
cure channel between the server and the receiver, building
a secure channel is expensive. Therefore, Baek, Safavi-
Naini and Susilo [1] presented a new security model that
removes the secure channel assumption. Whenever the
users wish to search the encrypted data, they can send
the trapdoors via a public channel. But users can still
search the encrypted documents with only one keyword
in Baek et al.’s scheme. However, without the protection
of a secure channel, Byun, Rhee, Park and Lee [4] pointed
out that Baek et al.’s scheme might be attacked by the off-
line keyword-guessing attacks. Since keywords are chosen
from a much smaller space than passwords, users usually
use well-known keywords for searching documents. There-
fore, even if the keywords have been encrypted, the at-
tackers still have chance to learn the embedded keywords
by performing the off-line keyword-guessing attacks.

In 2005, Park, Kim and Lee [15] (discuss in Section
2.2.2) first presented a conjunctive keyword search scheme
based on bilinear paring in the public key cryptosys-
tem, named as Public Key Encryption with Conjunctive
Field Keyword Search (PKCKS). In 2007, Ryu and Tak-
agi [16] (discuss in Section 2.2.3) proposed an efficient
construction for conjunctive keyword search scheme in a
symmetric-key setting. Their scheme is based on bilinear
map which has better performance than [8]. Hwang and
Lee [10] also designed a PECKS based on bilinear map
and extended their scheme to a multi-user system which
is the first security model for multi-user public key encryp-
tion with conjunctive keyword search (mPECKS) scheme.
Instead of equality tests [1, 2, 8, 10, 15, 16], Boneh and
Waters [3] constructed a public-key system that supports
comparison queries on encrypted data. If the mail satisfies
a certain predicate P, the mail server routes the email to
the receiver’s mobile device, and place other emails in the
receiver’s another device, otherwise. However, the trap-
door size is linear to the number of searching keywords
in Boneh and Water’s scheme; that is, the efficiency re-
duces while the amount of keywords increasing. Later,
Chen and Horng [6] (discuss in Section 2.2.4) presented a
timestamp based conjunctive keyword searchable scheme
in 2009. They adopted the timestamp to classify the en-
crypted data which can improve the efficiency of running
time of Test step for the server. However, most of the
existing conjunctive keyword searchable schemes adopted
the assumptions that Golle et al. presented, which make
conjunctive keywords regarded as one keyword since the
keyword field limits the location of keywords [22]. There-
fore, Zhang and Zhang [22] tended to eliminate these two
assumptions. Instead of fixed keyword fields, they con-
structed a l -degree polynomial in PECKS algorithm which
allows the users to list the keywords in any order. On
the other hand, most of the existing conjunctive keyword
searchable schemes using keyword fields produce long ci-

phertexts and trapdoors, Chen, Wu, Wang and Li [7] (dis-
cuss in Section 2.3.2) constructed two PECKS schemes in
composite order groups model and in prime order groups
model, which achieve constant ciphertext and short trap-
door. But Chen et al.’s scheme still have room for improv-
ing the size of ciphertext and computational load while
the users upload and query the encrypted documents.

Except the assumptions in [8], most of the follow-up
schemes used the fixed length keyword fields which are
also the foundation in Golle et al.’s scheme. Compar-
ing with variable length keyword fields, fixed length key-
word fields has the advantages of security and convenience
since it will reveal the least amount of information to the
server [19]. The server which cannot learn the number
of keywords per document has to be hidden. On the
contrast, variable length keyword fields only needs less
storage space. For the cloud service client, using vari-
able length keyword fields can minimize the requirement
of storage space that users need to buy from the cloud
service provider (CSP). Both of fixed keyword fields and
variable keyword fields have advantage and drawback. In
this paper, we classify some existing conjunctive keyword
searchable schemes into two categories: fixed keyword
fields and variable keyword fields, and further discuss the
performance of these schemes.

1.1 Requirements

To construct a secure conjunctive keyword searchable
scheme, there are some security requirements needed to
achieve as follows:

Unforgeable of the trapdoor [22]: Whenever the re-
ceiver wishes to search the encrypted data, he sends
the trapdoor containing specific keywords to the
server via a public network. This requirement means
that others can get nothing from the trapdoor even
if the trapdoors are captured by the adversaries.

Anonymous of the ciphertext [22]: Data senders en-
crypt the keywords by the authorized user’s public
key. Only the corresponding private key can decrypt
the content. This requirement means that no one
could get the embedded keywords from the cipher-
text.

User authentication: After encrypting, no information
can be derived from the ciphertexts and the trap-
doors, but the server still has to recognize whether
the users who send the trapdoor are the authorized
users. This requirement means that the server must
has the ability to authenticate the user’s identities
[11, 12, 18, 21].

Practicability: Whether the fixed keyword fields be
adopted or not, the users should not have to mem-
orize too much extra information as they search the
encrypted data. For example, most of the schemes
using the fixed keyword fields need to note all the key-
word fields the users wish to search while the users
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generate the trapdoors. In other words, the users
should learn all the keyword fields before they query
the encrypted data. This requirement means that
keywords should be listed in any order in the search-
ing phase and the searching step should be conve-
nience in users’ view.

Efficiency: Most of the existing schemes need a large
amount of computing time or produce long cipher-
texts and trapdoors which are inefficient for users.
This requirement means that the proposed scheme
should be processed efficently in the reality.

Against off-line keyword-guessing attack: All the
messages in the keyword searchable scheme are trans-
ferred via a public network and easy to eaves-
drop. Not only the outside adversaries, the mali-
cious servers are also regarded as the inside attackers.
This requirement means that the proposed security
model should stand against outside and inside off-line
keyword-guessing attacks [13, 14].

1.2 Organization

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we intro-
duce the development of conjunctive keyword searchable
schemes and analyze their advantages and shortcomings.
We further evaluate whether the schemes in Section 3
conform the requirements mentioned above, and make a
performance comparison. Finally, we discuss future re-
searches in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Security Model for Conjunctive
Keyword Searchable Scheme

The notion of secret key encryption with conjunctive field
keyword search scheme was proposed by Golle, Staddon
and Waters [8] in 2004. They assumed that there are
n documents and m keyword fields associated with each
document. For example, if the documents are emails,
there are the following 4 keyword fields: ”From”, ”To”,
”Date”, and ”Subject”. They also make two assumptions
as follows:

• The same keyword never appears in two different key-
word fields. It other words, all the keywords in one
document are different from each other.

• Every keyword field is defined for every document.
That is, every keyword field should assign a keyword
even if one field is empty, we should assign ”NULL”
or some unmeaning symbols.

For each document, they identify with the vec-
tor of m keywords and denote the ith document by
Di = (wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,m). The above assumptions have
been adopted to many conjunctive keyword searchable
schemes. Since it identify a fixed number of keyword
in each document, we classify some existing conjunctive

keyword searchable scheme into two categories: fixed key-
word fields and variable keyword fields, and introduce in
this section.

2.1 Security Definitions

In order to prove the conjunctive keyword search scheme
is secure, first we introduce three security games that
Golle et al. defined in [8]. We say that a conjunctive
keyword searchable scheme is secure in semantic-security
(also called indistinguishability) with the following exper-
iments:

2.1.1 Security Game ICC (Indistinguishability of
Ciphertext from Ciphertext)

Let A be a polynomially bounded adversary (the server)
and B be a challenger (the user). The goal of Game ICC
is that A has to distinguish two encrypted documents,
where D0 and D1 are chosen by A. The conjunctive key-
word search scheme is secure if A cannot distinguish be-
tween D0 and D1 successfully with non-negligible advan-
tage.

1) An adversary A adaptively requests the encryption
Enc(ρ, K,D) of documents D and search capabilities
(trapdoors).

2) A chooses two documents D0, D1, and then sends
them to the challenger B.

3) B chooses b randomly from {0, 1} and gives A an
encryption of Db.

4) A may again ask for encrypted documents and capa-
bilities, with the restriction that A may not ask for
a capability that is distinguishing for D0 and D1.

5) A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game ICC if b′ =
b. We say the adversary A has an ε-advantage if
the adversary’s advantage is AdvA(1k) = |Pr[b′ =
b]− 1/2| > ε.

2.1.2 Security Game ICR (Indistinguishability of
Ciphertexts from Random)

Let A be a polynomially bounded adversary (the server)
and B be a challenger (the user). The adversary chooses
only on document D0 and a keyword subset T of D0.
The goal of Game ICR is that A has to distinguish two
encrypted documents, where D0 is chosen by A and D1

is produced by B.

1) An adversary A adaptively requests the encryption
Enc(ρ, K,D) of documents D and search capabilities
(trapdoors).

2) A chooses a document D0 and subset T ⊆
{1, . . . , m}, then sends it to the challenger B.
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3) B creates a document D1 =Rand(D0, T ) and chooses
a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, then gives Enc(ρ,K, Db) to
A.

4) A again asks for encrypted documents and capabil-
ities, with the restriction that A may not ask for a
capability that distinguishes D0 from D1.

5) A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game ICR if b′ =
b. We say that the adversary A has an ε-advantage
if the adversary’s advantage is AdvA(1K) = |Pr[b′ =
b] = 1/2| > ε.

2.1.3 Security Game ICLR (Indistinguishability
of Ciphertexts from Limited Random)

Let A be a polynomially bounded adversary (the server)
and B be a challenger (the user). The adversary chooses
one document and a keyword subset T . Then, B generates
two encrypted documents related to T . The goal of Game
ICLR is that A has to distinguish two encrypted docu-
ments. This security game reflects a secure notion which
guarantees that an adversary cannot gain the plaintext
from the other documents [20].

1) An adversary A requests the encryption Enc(ρ,K, D)
of any documents D and any search capabilities
(trapdoors).

2) A chooses a documents D, and then sends it to the
challenger B.

3) B creates two documents D0 =Rand(D, T −{t}) and
D1 =Rand(D, T ), where T ⊆ 1, . . . , m and a value
t ∈ T , and chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and then
gives Enc(ρ,K, Db) to A.

4) A again asks for encrypted documents and capabil-
ities, with the restriction that A may not ask for a
capability that is distinguishing for D0 and D1.

5) A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game ICLR if b′ =
b. We say that the adversary A has an ε-advantage
if the adversary’s advantage is AdvA(1k) = |Pr[b′ =
b]− 1/2| > ε.

2.2 Fixed Keyword Fields Schemes

2.2.1 Golle et al.’s Scheme

Golle, Staddon and Waters [8] give the concept that if a
user wishes to retrieve encrypted documents on an un-
trusted server, he gives the server a capability to identify
the desired documents. Unlike the scheme searching en-
crypted document by using a simple keyword [2], Golle
et al. first proposed a conjunctive keyword searchable
scheme in 2004. Golle et al.’s scheme is constructed in
secret key system and the security relies on the decision
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Their scheme consists
of the following algorithms:

1) Param(1k): Take a security parameters k and gen-
erate a group G with order q, a generator g of
G, a keyed function f : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q
and a hash function h. Return system parameters
ρ = (G, g, f(·, ·), h(·)).

2) KeyGen(ρ): Return a secret key K ∈ {0, 1}k for the
function f , and we denote f(K, ·) by fK(·).

3) Enc(ρ, K,Di): Set keywords of a document Di =
(Wi,1,Wi,2, . . . ,Wi,m) and compute Vi,j = fK(Wi,j)
for j = 1, . . . , m. Select random values ai ∈
Z∗q and output the keyword ciphertext S =
(gai , gaiVi,1 , gaiVi,2 , · · · , gaiVi,m).

4) GenCap(ρ,K, j1, · · · , jt,W
′
j1

, · · · ,W ′
jt

): Select a ran-
dom number s ∈ Z∗q and compute Q =
(h(ga1s), h(ga2s), · · · , h(gans)). Then, we define the
value C = s + (

∑t
w=1 fK(W ′

jw
)). Output Cap =

{Q,C, j1, j2, · · · , jt}.
5) Verification(ρ, S, Cap): The server computes Ri =

gaiC · g−ai(
∑t

w=1 Vi,jw ) and returns ”yes” if h(Ri) =
h(gais) and ”no” otherwise.

2.2.2 Park et al.’s Scheme

In Park, Kim and Lee’s [15] opinion, Golle et al.’s scheme
which is constructed in a symmetry system is not appli-
cable to a public key system, so their scheme cannot be
used in some applications. Therefore, Park et al. ex-
tend Golle et al.’s scheme into a public key cryptosystem.
They adopted the assumptions in [8] and constructed two
efficient schemes by using a bilinear map. Let G1 and
G2 be two groups of order p. We use a bilinear map
ê : G1×G1 → G2 between two groups. The map satisfies
the following properties:

1) Bilinear: a map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is bilinear if
ê(aU, bV ) = ê(U, V )ab for all U, V ∈ G1 and all a, b ∈
Z.

2) Non-degenerate: if g is a generator of G1 then ê(g, g)
is a generator of G2.

3) Computable: there is an efficient algorithm to com-
pute ê(U, V ) for any U, V ∈ G1.

Park et al.’s scheme consists of the following algo-
rithms:

1) GlobalSetup(1k): The input security parameter k de-
termines the size, p of the group G1, G2. Then con-
struct a bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2. Also, we
need a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1. Finally, we
output the global parameter GP = (p,G1, G2, ê, H).

2) KeyGen(GP): Choose two random values s1, s2 ∈ Zp

and a generator P ∈ G1. It outputs public key
Apub = [P, Y1 = s1P, Y2 = s2P ] and private key
Apriv = [s1, s2].
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3) PECKS(GP, Apub, D): Choose a random number
r ∈ Zp. It outputs the keyword ciphertext S =
[ê(rH(W1), Y1), ê(rH(W2), Y1), · · · , ê(rH(Wm), Y1),
rY2, rP ].

4) Trapdoor(GP, Apriv, Q): Select a random value u ∈
ZP and make TQ = [T1, T2, I1, I2, · · · , It] where T1 =
( s1

s2+u mod p)(H(W ′
1)+H(W ′

2)+ · · ·+H(W ′
t)), T2 =

u, and I1, I2, · · · , It are positions of the keywords in
Q.

5) Test(GP, Apub, S, TQ): Let S = [A1, A2,· · · , Am, B,
C]. Check if AI1 ×AI2 × · · · ×AIt

= ê(T1, B + T2C).
If so, output ”yes”, and ”no” otherwise.

2.2.3 Ryu and Takagi’s Scheme

In 2007, Ryu and Takagi [16] also proposed secret key
conjunctive keyword search scheme. Their scheme con-
structed in bilinear forms and adopted Golle et al.’s as-
sumptions. Moreover, their scheme is more efficient than
[8] and [5]. Ryu and Takagi’s scheme consists of the fol-
lowing algorithms:

Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 be a hash function.

1) KeyGen(1k): Given a security parameter k and de-
termines two group G1 =< g1 > and G2 =< g2 > of
a prime order p, where g2 is not public. It returns a
secret key α ∈ G1.

2) Enc(α, Di): Let hi,j = H(Wi,j) for j =
1, 2, · · · ,m. Select a random value ri ∈
Z∗p . It outputs the keyword ciphertext Ci =
(e(α, gri

2 ), gri
2 , (hi,1)ri , . . . , (hi,m)ri).

3) Trapdoor(α, {j1, . . . , jt}, {W ′
j1

. . . , W ′
jt
}): Select a

random value s ∈ Z∗p . It returns the trapdoor
Tw′ = (α

∏t
w=1 (H(W ′

jw
))s, gs

2).

4) Test(Tw′ , Ci): Let Tw′ = (T1, T2) and Ci =
(Vi, Ci,0, Ci,1, . . . , Ci,m). Check if

e(T1, Ci,0)/e(
∏t

w=1 Ci,jw , T2) = Vi.

If so, output ”yes”, and ”no” otherwise.

2.2.4 Chen and Hrong’s Scheme

Chen and Horng [6] proposed a PECKS scheme based on
timestamp in 2009. In order to improve the efficiency
of running time that the server operates Test algorithm,
Horng and Chen used the timestamp to classify the en-
crypted data. In terms of searching the corresponding en-
crypted documents, the server will create ”the encrypted
timing data” after receiving the keyword ciphertext from
the data sender. Therefore, the server can use a part of
trapdoor to find the corresponding encrypted documents
in a short time which is faster than other schemes.

This scheme uses a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p ,
three groups G1, G2 and Gt of prime order p, and a bi-
linear map ê : G1 × G2 → Gt. The global parameter
GP = (p,G1, G2, Gt, ê, H).

1) KeyGen(GP): Pick a random value α ∈ Z∗p , a gener-
ator P1 ∈ G1 and a generator P2 ∈ G2. It returns
public key Apub = [P1, P2, Y = αP1] and private key
Apriv = α.

2) PECKS(GP, Apub, D): Choose a random value r ∈ Z∗p
and compute Vi = rH(Wi)Y . It outputs the keyword
ciphertext S = [V1, V2, . . . , Vm, rP1].

3) Timestamp(S, k): When the server receives the
ciphtertext S, it chooses a random value s ∈
Z∗p−1. Then, it outputs ”the encrypted timing data”
Sk = [V1k, V2k, . . . , Vmk, rP1, kP2] and publishes the
timestamp value kP2.

4) Trapdoor(GP, Apriv, D, kP2): Take a timestamp
value kP2 from the public information server and
select a random value s ∈ Z∗p . Compute Tw′ =
[T1, T2, T3, I1, I2, . . . , It] where I1, I2, . . . , It are the
keyword fields which the receiver wishes to search,
and

T1 =
∑t

i=1 (H(W ′
i ))sα(kP2)

T2 = sP2

T3 = kP2

in which T3 is a label for searching the corresponding
groups of document for the server.

5) Test(GP, Sk, Tw′): Let Sk = [A1, A2, . . . , Am, B] and
the server use T3 to find the corresponding encrypted
documents. Check if ê(B, T1) = ê(Al1 + Al2 + . . . +
Alt , T2). If so, output ”yes”, and ”no” otherwise.

Although the encrypted timing data shorten the
searching time of Test algorithm, Chen and Hrong’s
scheme is still threatened by the outside off-line keyword-
guessing attack.

2.3 Variable Keyword Fields Schemes

2.3.1 Zhang and Zhang’s Scheme

Zhang and Zhang [22] pointed out that the assumptions
in [8] make conjunctive keywords regarded as one key-
word and limit the location of keywords since the keyword
fields are fixed and inflexible for users. If a user wishes to
search five keywords, he has to identify the exactly field
that he wishes to query. It burdens the users with an
extra information needed to remember. Therefore, Zhang
and Zhang presented the following two concepts: (1) Key-
words should be listed in any order. (2) The repetition of
one keyword has nothing wrong about the performance.
Zhang and Zhang assumed that each document has l key-
words (l is fixed). Although users do not need to define m
keyword fields for each document, they still have to build
up a l -degree polynomial with l keywords. If the number
of keywords is less than l, users can just add some useless
keywords to realize the algorithm. Zhang and Zhang’s
scheme works as follows:
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Assume that there are l keywords in the PECKS algo-
rithm (l is fixed). This scheme uses three group G1, G2

and Gt of prime order p, two collision resistant hash func-
tions: H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p and H ′ : Gt → Z∗p . The bilinear
group is GP = (p, G1, G2, Gt, ê).

1) Setup(1k, l): First choose l + 1 parameters:
b0, b1, . . . , bl ∈ G1. Select two random generators
g1, g2 ∈ G1, a random generator h ∈ G2 and a ran-
dom value α ∈ Z∗p . Set h1 = hα. Output the public
key pk = (g1, g2, h, h1, b0, b1, . . . , bl) and the private
key sk = α.

2) PECKS(GP, pk, w1, w2, . . . , wl): Choose random ele-
ments a, k ∈ Zp, then construct a l-degree polyno-
mial:

f(x) = a · (x−H(w1))(x−H(w2)) · · · (x−H(wl))
+k,

= alx
l + · · ·+ a1x + a0.

Select a random element r′ ∈ Zp, then compute and
output the keyword ciphertext S:

S = (hr′k,H ′(e(g2, h)(a0+a1+...+al)·r′);

ha0r′
1 , ha1r′

1 , . . . , halr
′

1 ; ba0r′
0 , ba1r′

1 , . . . , balr
′

l ).

3) Trapdoor(sk, w′1, w
′
2, . . . , w

′
s): Choose a random value

r ∈ Zp, then compute and output Tw′=[g1/α
2 ·

(gH(w′1)
0+H(w′2)

0+···+H(w′s)0/α·s
1 · b0)r = g

1/α
2 · (b0)r;

g
1/α
2 · (gH(w′1)

1+H(w′2)
1+···+H(w′s)1/α·s

1 · b1)r;
...

g
1/α
2 · (gH(w′1)

l+H(w′2)
l+···+H(w′s)l/α·s

1 ·
bl)r; gr

1; h
r
1].

4) Test(GP, pk, S, Tw′): Set

Tw′ = (T0, T1, . . . , Tl; gr
1, h

r
1),

S = (C0, C1; H0, H1, . . . , Hl;B0, B1, . . . , Bl).

Then compute the following parameters:

A1 =
∏l

i=0 ê(Ti,Hi);
A2 = ê(gr

1, C0) = ê(gr
1, h

r′l);
A3 =

∏l
i=0 ê(Bi, h

r
1) =

∏l
i=0 ê(bai·α·r′

i , hr);

Check if H ′(A1/(A2 ·A3)) = C1. If so, output ”yes”,
and ”no” otherwise.

2.3.2 Chen et al.’s Scheme

Chen, Wu, Wang and Li [7] constructed two PECKS
schemes of composite order groups model and in prime
order groups model. The proposed scheme achieves a
constant ciphertext and a short trapdoor. The admis-
sible bilinear maps in composite order group is described
as follows:

Let G =< g > and Gt be two cyclic multiplicative
groups of composite order n = pqr, and ê be an admissible
bilinear map from G2 to Gt. Assume that it is a hard
problem to factor p, q, r on n. Let Gp, Gq and Gr denote
the subgroups of order p, q, r of G, and Gt,p, Gt,q and Gt,r

denote as the subgroups of Gt, respectively; then G =
Gp ×Gq ×Gr, and Gt = Gt,p ×Gt,q ×Gt,r.

In Chen et al.’s scheme, the subgroup Gq and Gr are
used in the anonymity of encryption purpose and the cor-
relation hiding between random values; and the subgroup
Gp is used to prevent the vicious manipulation of the key-
word ciphertext S or the trapdoor Tw′ from the adver-
saries, and then evaluate a query on the incorrect inputs.
Chen et al.’s scheme consists of the following algorithms:

Let KSw denotes the keyword space. The whole algo-
rithm are as follows:

1) Setup(1λ): First generate the bilinear group G
of composite order n = pqr where p, q and
r(p, q, r > m) are random primes of size θ(λ). Then
pick α ∈ Zp and v, w1, w2, (u1, h1), . . . , (ul, hl) ∈
Gp randomly. And also pick random elements
Rv, Rw,1, Rw,2, (Ru,1, Rh,1), . . . , (Ru,l, Rh,l) ∈ Zq

and computes V = vRv,W1 = w1Rw,1,W2 =
w2Rw,2. For i = 1, . . . , l, computes

Ui = uiRu,i,Hi = hiRh,i, E = ê(v, g)α,

Output the secret key msk = (α, v, w1, w2, (u1,
h1), . . ., (ul, hl)) and the public parameters GP =
[gq, gr, V, W1, W2, (U1, H1), . . . , (Ul,Hl), E, KSw].

2) PECKS(GP, ~x): ~x = (x1, . . . , xl) ∈ KWw denotes
the conjunctive keywords vector that the data sender
sets. First pick s ∈ Zn and Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 ∈ Gq, and
outputs the ciphertext S = [C0, C1, C2, C3, C4] as fol-
lows:

C0 = Es, C1 = V sZ1, C2 = W s
1 Z2,

C3 = W s
2 Z3,

C4 = (
l∏

i=1

HiU
xi
i )sZ4.

3) Trapdoor(GP,msk,~e): To generate a trapdoor for
conjunctive keywords ~e = (e1, . . . , el) ∈ KSw, first
randomly pick r1, r2, r3 ∈ Zn, and Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 ∈
Gr. Then compute and output the trapdoor Tw~e

=
[K1, K2,K3,K4] as follows:

K1 = gαwr1
1 wr2

2 (
l∏

i=1

hiu
ei
i )r3Y1,

K2 = vr1Y2,

K3 = vr2Y3,

K4 = vr3Y4.

4) Test(GP, S, Tw′): Check if ê(C1,K1) =
C0

∏4
i=2 ê(Ci,Ki). If so, outputs ”yes” and

”no” otherwise.
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Table 1: Security comparison

GSW [8] PKL1 [15] RT [16] CH [6] ZZ [22] CWWL [7]
Fixed Field × × × × © ©
Unforg Trap © © © © © ©
Anony Cipher © © © © © ©

User Auth © © © © © ©
Inside KG × × × × × ×

Outside KG © × © × © ©

Although the number of keyword ciphertext and trap-
door will not linearly expand as long as the number of the
keywords increases, the size of ciphertext and trapdoor in
Chen et al.’s scheme still larger than other schemes; also,
it causes a long communication time for users to effect
the quality of uploading and querying the documents.

3 Comparisons

3.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the schemes
that we have discussed in Section 2 and show the com-
parison in Table 1. We define some notion as follows and
note each scheme with the abbreviation of author names:
Fixed Field means whether the scheme uses the fixed field
assumption or not. Unforg Trap is unforgeable of the trap-
door. Anony Cipher is anonymous of the ciphertext. User
Auth is user authentication. Inside KG is against inside
off-line keyword-guessing attack. Outside KG is against
outside off-line keyword-guessing attack. Although Fixed
Field is not one of the security requirements at all, we
wish to note this characteristic in Table 1 to identify the
assumption that each scheme has adopted. Furthermore,
whether the scheme uses a fixed field or not will affect the
practicability it has. The Efficiency requirement will be
discussed in Section 3.2 by comparing the performance of
all algorithms.

We can observe that all the schemes have satisfied the
requirements of Unforg Trap, Anony Cipher and User Auth
since these are the basic functions that a keyword search-
able scheme must provide. When a user searches the en-
crypted documents with keywords, the whole query pro-
cess should not reveal any information (keywords, user’s
identity, user’s private key, etc.) to anyone. Under the
above situation, all the schemes can make the server have
the ability to recognize the authorized users and executes
Test algorithm inerrably. GSW, RT, ZZ and CWWL can
stand against the off-line keyword-guessing attack from
an outside adversary successfully. Since GSW and RT
are constructed in the symmetric-key setting, others can-
not perform the off-line keyword-guessing attack without
learning the secret information. Unfortunately, all the
schemes cannot prevent the off-line keyword-guessing at-
tack from the malicious server since it possesses enough

information to perform Test algorithm. The more infor-
mation the server has, the more easily the attack suc-
cesses.

3.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the schemes
with the size of outputs and the computation load that
each algorithm need, and display the comparison in Table
2. We define the notations as follows: num is the size in
Zp. |p| is the size in G1 (G2 or Gt). m is the keyword
field and n is the number of document (In general, the
user searches s keywords where s ≤ m. So, we assume
the maximum computation requirement in Trapdoor). E
is the operation of exponentiation. P is the operation of
Maptopoint function which maps a keyword to an element
in G1 [9]. M is the operation of multiplication in G1, G2

or Gt. e is the operation of pairing. We ignore the hash
operation since it only requiress little of computation load.
On the contrast, a Maptopoint function produces a large
amount of computation load which is inefficient.

Except GSW, all other schemes are constructed in bi-
linear form. In a key generation algorithm, CWWL pro-
duces the longest results in both public key and private
key. In another word, the user should uses larger stor-
age space to store the public/private key pairs. Although
CWWL reduces the number of trapdoors and keyword ci-
phertexts, the computational load and the size of outputs
are still high. Although it seems that PKL1 and CH are
the alternatives for the users who use the lightweight de-
vices since the lower computation are needed in both En-
cryption algorithm and Trapdoor algorithm, PKL1 and CH
are not secure enough to prevent the outside and inside
off-line keyword-guessing attack. Besides, other schemes
still have a larger computational load in Encryption al-
gorithm and Trapdoor algorithm for users. To sum up,
the existing schemes still have a room for enhancing the
security and the efficiency.

4 Future Research

Most of the existing conjunctive keyword searchable
schemes cannot possess both security and efficiency at
the same time. If a method focuses on enhancing the
security that to stand against the inside and outside off-
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Table 2: Performance comparison

GSW [8] PKL1 [15] RT [16] CH [6] ZZ [22] CWWL [7]
|pk| - 3|p| - 3|p| (m + 5)|p| (2m +

5)|p|+ num
|sk| num 2num |p| num num (2m +

5)|p|+ num
|Encryption| (m + 1)|p| 2|p| +

(m)num
(m+1)|p|+
num

|p| + (m +
1)num

(2m +
1)|p|+ num

4|p| +
num +
log m

|Trapdoor| (n + 1)|p|+
log m

|p|+ num 2|p|+ log m 3|p|+ log m (m + 2)|p| 7|p|+ log m

Encryption (m + 1)E (m)P +
2M + (m)e

(m+1)E+e (m + 1)M (2m+4)E+
e

(m + 5)E +
(m + 3)M

Trapdoor (n)E (m)P + M 2E 2M (2m+4)E+
(m)M

(m + 7)E +
(m + 7)M

Test 2E e 2e 2e (2m + 3)e 4e

line keyword-guessing attack successfully, the algorithm
might consists of an exponentiation operation, Mapto-
point function, and so on, which causes a huge amount
of computational load for users. Therefore, how to re-
duce the computational load and improve the efficiency
at the same time is one of the most important issues that
needs to be solved.

Besides, in order to construct a secure enough con-
junctive keyword searchable scheme, some schemes are
constructed in symmetric-key cryptosystem. In contrast,
it is securer in encrypting the keywords and searching the
encrypted documents, but how to transit the secret key is
another important question which need to further discuss.
Hence, no matter what the cryptosystem is adopted, how
to construct a thorough conjunctive keyword searchable
scheme is another important issue that can be deeply re-
searched in the future.

5 Conclusions

The first keyword searchable scheme was presented by
Boneh et al. in 2004, enables a user to search the en-
crypted data by using a keyword. Later, Golle et al. ex-
tended Boneh et al.’s scheme into conjunctive keyword
searchable scheme in a symmetric-key setting, and Park
et al. further proposed the extended scheme in a public
key cryptosystem, which named as Public Key Encryp-
tion with Conjunctive Field Keyword Search (PECKS)
scheme. In this paper, we study the development of
conjunctive keyword searchable scheme and classify these
schemes into two categories to discuss; that is, fixed key-
word fields and variable keyword fields. Moreover, we
summarize six requirements from the existing literatures
and analyze some existing schemes. Furthermore, we
point out two important issues which can be enhanced
to construct a more complete and secure conjunctive key-
word searchable scheme in the future.
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